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By Amanda J. Hornberger

Par t i c ipan ts  in  the  JCC’s  new 
Find Your Voice program gathered in 
September for a morning of social action 
— cleaning local cemeteries prior to 
Yom Kippur.

This month the program kicks off its first 
author session with Jasmine Warga, author 
of “Other Words for Home” on Sunday, Oct. 
25, at 4:30 p.m. 

Tweens ages 8-12 are invited to join 
the intimate conversation with Jasmine 
Warga.

Find Your Voice participants will meet 
over the school year with authors of books 
that tackle topics such as social justice, 
being Jewish and young adult life in 
America in 2020, all while creating action 
toward social justice through service and 
learning.

Participants are encouraged, but not 
required, to read the titles for Find Your 
Voice.

Free copies of “Other Words for Home” 
are available for participants to pick up at 
the JCC or Find Your Voice partner, Exeter 
Community Library.

“Other Words For Home” earned 
multiple awards, including a 2020 John 
Newbery Honor, a Walter Honor for 

Young Readers, and a Charlotte Huck 
Honor. 

About “Other Words For Home”:
Jude never thought she’d be leaving her 

beloved older brother and father behind her, 
all the way across the ocean in Syria. But 
when things in her hometown start becoming 
volatile, Jude and her mother are sent to live 

in Cincinnati with relatives.
At first, everything in America seems 

too fast and too loud. The American movies 
that Jude has always loved haven’t quite 
prepared her for starting school in the U.S.  
— and her new label of “Middle Eastern,” 
an identity she’s never known before.

But this life also brings unexpected 
surprises — there are new friends, a whole 
new family, and a school musical that Jude 
might just try out for.

Maybe America, too, is a place where 
Jude can be seen as she really is.

J a s m i n e  Wa r g a ’s  l y r i c a l ,  l i f e -
aff irming story is about losing and 
finding home, and most importantly, 
finding yourself.

J a s m i n e  Wa r g a ,  a  n a t i v e  o f 
Cincinnati, is also the author of the 
novels for teens “My Heart and Other 
Black Holes”, and “Here We Are Now” 
which has been translated into more 
than 20 languages.

Tweens are invited to join us for an 
interactive virtual conversation with 
Warga on Sunday, Oct. 25, at 4:30 p.m. 
on Zoom. 

Registration required to Amanda at 
amandah@jfreading.org or call 610-921-
0624.  

Jasmine Warga

Find Your Voice program for tweens
to hold session with noted author

By Amanda J. Hornberger
B

Jewish Family Service continues its vital work in the community, Clockwise from top left: Friendship Circle Lunch delivery being received with appreciation and smiles from 
Ethel Engel; Lin Langlois picks up sterile face masks at JFS monthly mask distribution; our Food Pantry at the Olivet Boys and Girls Club distributes food to 200 households.

JFS makes a difference in many ways
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By Amanda J. Hornberger
In September Dr. Jennifer Koosed, 

Kesher Zion Synagogue president and 
religious studies professor at Albright 
College, started our antisemitism series 
with a historical overview of antisemitism. 
It is important for context to understand 
the history behind antisemitism to better 
understand its existence today.  

On Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. Ira 
Forman, adjunct professor on antisemitism 
at Georgetown University and former 
Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat Anti-
Semitism at the U.S. State Department, will 
provide an overview of modern antisemitism.

Forman will focus his talk on the various 

forms and groups promoting antisemitism 
in the United States and around the world 
today. 

Ira Forman is currently the Visiting 
Professor of Contemporary Antisemitism 
at Georgetown University and Senior 
Fellow at Georgetown’s Center for Jewish 
Civilization. He also serves as the Senior 
Advisor for Combatting Antisemitism at 
Human Rights First and a Senior Fellow at 
the Moment Institute.

Forman spent four years in his State 
Department role fighting antisemitism. 
Throughout his career he has spoken and 
written extensively on Jewish history and 
public policy. Forman co-edited and wrote for 

the reference book “Jews In American Politics.”
The series continues Tuesday, Oct. 

27, at 7 p.m. The Anti-Defamation League 
will be leading a training on traditional 
antisemitism and anti-Israel bias.

This interactive workshop will provide 
real examples and tools for how to combat 
antisemitism you may encounter. Geared 
toward teens and adults, this facilitated 
workshop is a chance to gain skills to use 
in your daily life.

All events are free but require advance 
registration. You can register on our 
website: ReadingJewishCommunity.org. 

Questions? Please contact Amanda at 
amandah@jfreading.org 

By Richard Nassau
Development Director

Last month I was 
invited to be one of 
seven people to attend 
a Friday night service 
in person. Two of the 
seven were conducting 
the service, which was 
being broadcast to the 
congregation. That left 
five of us to select seats in a sanctuary that 
was built 45 years ago to accommodate 
400 people. 

The service was no different from many 
other Friday nights. Except, we all wore 
masks and used assigned prayer books. 
The echoes were a little louder, though they 
did not help my singing voice sound any 
better. We all maintained social distances 
before, during and after the service. It was 
good to be there and interact with people 
“face-to-face,” albeit from a distance of 20 
feet or more. 

Over the last six months, I’ve spoken 
by phone and through a screen with the 
person who invited me. We’ve talked 

about the many changes the pandemic 
has had on communities. How some 
communities seem to have retreated 
and resigned themselves to raising less 
funds and cutting back on programs. How 
others, like ours here in Berks County, 
have stepped up and responded to the 
need for expanded programs. I readily 
admit to bragging about our community 
and the generosity of people during these 
past six months.   

We now have three months to go to 
meet our 2020 campaign goals. This last 
quarter of the year has always been when 
the majority of campaign contributions 
are made. This year we cannot meet in-
person across a table and speak about 
your contribution and charitable interests. 
How the entire amount of your gift increase 
will be matched dollar-for-dollar due to 
generous donors who have established a 
matching gift pool for 2020. 

In September, Jewish Family Service 
food pantry served nearly 200 families, 
a record number and no surpr ise. 
We started our Literatour program of 
authors, which this year features a 

significant increase with 28 programs 
offered. PJ Library continues to deliver 
Jewish-themed books every month to 
more than 60 families in Berks County. 
We continue to respond to anti-Semitic 
events. Our virtual leadership brunch 
th is month features Rabbi  Joseph 
Telushkin speaking on Jewish humor. 

Our work continues and the need grows 
as the pandemic wears on. 

Please visit ReadingJewishCommunity.
org and donate. These last three months 
are critical. 

If you’ve already donated, thank you. 
Consider increasing your gift and having it 
matched dollar-for-dollar.

If you’ve never donated, please do so 
now. Your entire gift will be matched. 

If you have questions, know someone 
who needs help or wish to talk about your 
Jewish legacy, please contact me, 610-921-
0624 or RichardN@JFReading.org.

I’m glad to speak with you by phone, 
through a screen and when we can, in-
person.

As we start 5781, I wish you and your 
loved ones a healthy and safe year. 

Help us achieve a successful end to 2020
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Annual Campaign

Women’s Philanthropy

Maimonides Society

Your Jewish Legacy

Chai Circle

L’Chaim Society

Book of Life

Letter of Intent

DONATE NOW
TO OUR
 JEWISH 

COMMUNITY 
CAMPAIGN

Please visit 
ReadingJewishCommunity.

org

Make your gift 
today!

Series on antisemitism: Ira Forman and ADL
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By Qanta A. Ahmed
A s  a  M u s l i m ,  I  k n o w  t h e r e 

are  no  theo log ica l  o r  h is to r ica l 
reasons for Muslims and Jews to be 
enemies. President Donald Trump’s 
announcement  of  an agreement 
between Israel and the United Arab 
Emirates to normalize relations will 
go down in history as a remarkable 
turning point that I believe will lead 
to normal relations between Israel 
and many more of its Arab neighbors.

T h e  h i s t o r i c  a g r e e m e n t 
establishing diplomatic relations and 
cooperative relations between Israel 
and the UAE is long overdue and 
will benefit both nations. Even more 
significantly, I think the agreement 
wil l  be a reset l ike no other and 
the dawn of a new era in not only 
foreign relations and geopolitics in 
the Middle East, but in establishing 
a deepening understanding and 
engagement between Muslims, Jews 
and Christians everywhere. 

I  was one of the few Muslims 
in  the  Whi te  House  in  January 
when I witnessed Trump and Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
announce the i r  agreement  on a 
vision for peace between Israel and 
the Palestinians. Tragically for the 
Palest inian people, their leaders 
have refused to even discuss the 
Trump plan for peace. This refusal 
causes  g rave  harm to  o rd inary 
Palestinians, whose lives would be 
much improved under such a fair and 
just peace settlement.

The re  a re  no  t heo log i ca l  o r 
historical reasons for Muslims and 
Jews to be enemies. Throughout 
much of history Muslims and Jews 
have l ived together  in  peace in 
many Muslim-majority nations, in 
what is now Israel,  and in other 
nations. Cooperation rather than 
confrontation between Israel and its 
neighbors — and between Jews and 
Muslims — makes sense on both a 
practical and a moral level. I know 
that many Muslims feel the same 
way as I do, though many stay silent 
about this to avoid cr i t ic ism and 
threats from some fellow Muslims.

I sti l l  vividly recall my parents 
weeping in 1981 when they heard 
news of the assassination of Egyptian 
P r e s i d e n t  A n w a r  S a d a t  —  t h e 
courageous statesman who signed 
the Camp David Peace Accords with 
Israeli  Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin, brokered by President Jimmy 
Carter in 1978. A great man had 

been taken from the world much too 
soon. Sadat was a career military 
officer, a patriot and a proud Muslim 
who forged the path to peace with 
Israel. The decision by leaders of the 
UAE to follow in Sadat’s footsteps is 
gratifying. Cooperation rather than 
confrontation between Israel and 
its neighbors — and between Jews 
and Muslims — makes sense on a 
practical and a moral level.

The UAE’s decision is a sure sign 
that leaders of other Arab nations 
will come to the realization that it 
makes no sense to allow Palestinian 
opponents of peace with Israel to 
hold the future of the region hostage 
and require a perpetual state of 
hostilities with the Jewish state.

Much credit for the Israel-UAE 
agreement and the earlier Israeli-
Pa les t in ian peace p lan goes to 
Ja red  Kushner,  Trump ’s  sen io r 
adviser and son-in-law. He and other 
U.S. officials have worked hard to 
establish personal friendships with 
Muslim leaders across the Middle 
East, which leads me to conclude that 
the agreement will be followed by the 
establishment of relations between 
Israel and more of its neighbors. 
Bahrain already has done so.

It is no surprise that the seven-
member federation of the United 
Arab Emirates — now under the 
leadership of the crown prince of Abu 
Dhabi and commander in chief of 
the UAE’s formidable armed forces, 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed — has 
become the first Muslim nation to 
normalize relations with Israel since 
Egypt and Jordan did so. His courage 
and long-term vision mean Israel and 
the UAE will have embassies in each 
other’s capitals. Muslims will be able 
to fly directly from the UAE to Israel to 
pray at the third-holiest site of Islam 
–- the Al Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. 
Israelis will be able to visit, work and 
trade with the UAE — one of the most 
intensely forward-thinking regions in 
the world. They will be able to admire 
the remarkable Shaykh Bin Zayed 
Mosque, peruse the astonishing art 
the region has amassed and see the 
world’s preeminent Falcon hospital.

I s rae l is  and res idents  o f  the 
UAE wi l l  be able to get to meet 
and know each other on a personal 
basis, establishing both friendships 
and professional relationships. The 
UAE is home to some of the most 
educated and empowered Muslim 
women in the region, including Maj. 

Mariam Al Mansouri the UAE’s first 
female f ighter pi lot ,  who led the 
first airstrike her country launched 
against ISIS. I’m sure she would get 
along well with Israeli military women 
I know.

All of us who are friends of peace 
between Israel and the Arab and 
Muslim world should now hope that 
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
of Saudi Arabia follows the path of 
his neighbor and ally the UAE in 
establishing normalized relations 
with Israel.

I t  is  in the sel f - interest of  a l l 
Muslim nations — including the 16 
remaining Arab nations that continue 
the boycott of Israel — to at long last 
accept the fact that the modern state 
of Israel exists and is here to stay.

Crown Prince Mohammed of the 
UAE has long been a behind-the-
scenes source of wisdom, guidance 
and strategic policymaking for Crown 
Prince Mohammed of Saudi Arabia, 
and  bo th  na t i ons  have  worked 

together in an intensely difficult time.
The neighboring countries have 

together dealt with the rise of the 
ISIS terrorist group; the deepening 
host i l i t ies  and undeclared open 
conflict between Saudi Arabia and 
Iran; the rise of the terrorist group 
and Iranian proxy Hezbollah; the 
Syrian civil war; and the dangerous 
threat they face from Iran itself. Israel 
can be a natural ally to Arab nations 
against these threats. Let’s hope 
and pray that the announcement 
by President Trump establ ishing 
ties between Israel and the UAE is 
followed by more such agreements 
with Arab and Muslim nations. That 
would serve America’s best interests 
and the best interests of  al l  the 
countries following the road to peace 
and cooperation. 

Qanta A. Ahmed, M.D., is a senior 
fellow at the Independent Women’s 
Forum and an Attending Critical Care 
Physician at New York University 
Langone.
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UAE deal likely to lead more Arab nations to recognize Israel

By William D. Franklin
President

I  want  to  w ish 
all of you a happy, 
healthy, sweet 5781. 
The month of Tishrei is 
loaded with our Jewish 
holidays. We celebrate 
R o s h  H a s h a n a h , 
Yom Kippur, Sukkot, 
Shemini Atzeret and 
Simchat Torah.  Among them, Sukkot, the 
only holiday where we are commanded 
to be joyful. But given the craziness and 
difficulties of our time, how can we do 
this?

We build a sukkah to remind us of the 
temporary dwellings that our forefathers 
lived in as they traveled through the 
wilderness  as we were brought them 
out of slavery in Egypt. Many of us would 
welcome the “hardships” of travel after 

being homebound for six months, and 
eating in the sukkah may be the only 
place we can share meals with extended 
family.

Jewish thought teaches us that 
challenging experiences increase our 
awareness and often reveal the good in 
people that previously was hidden. Rabbi 
Abraham Joshua Heschel wrote, “Show 
me a person who has no problems, and 
I’ll show you an idiot.” We must be getting  
smart!

We can be joyful, as the Federation, 
our synagogues and the entire community 
have found new and innovative ways to 
keep our community well, engaged 
and vibrant. We have stepped up to 
the challenge. We have redefined 
priorities, deliverables, and work, gone 
virtual to use new technologies and 
alternative approaches for engagement 
and collaboration, and reimagined how 

to do things that we’ve been doing the 
same way for a long time.

We can be joyful that in a time of 
disconnection, we have found ways 
to stay “connected” than ever. We 
have had opportunities to see one 
another in new ways and find new 
opportunities for connection that we 
have taken for granted and overlooked 
before. Go to the JFR website and look 
at our community calendar (https://
readingjewishcommunity.org/home/
community-calendar). It is packed 
with Torah study and Hebrew classes, 
Literatour book presentations, Israeli 
cooking, Tot Shabbats and PJ Library 
programs, and renowned speakers 
discussing the important issues our 
country and Israel face. 

And we can be joyful that we are a 
community where no one falls through the 
cracks. Carole and Sari have remained 

busy at Jewish Family Service replacing 
in-person visits with hundreds of phone 
calls, emails and cards. Many volunteers 
have stepped forward  to help our seniors  
by grocery shopping weekly for them 
and providing transportation to doctor 
appointments. 

Social distancing wil l  keep us 
physically well. And maintaining human 
contact will keep us emotionally well. We 
can be joyful we have  found new ways to 
keep supporting one another, connecting 
with each other and continuing the 
community we are happy to be part of.

Hillel’s famous quote — “If I am not 
for myself, who will be? If I am only for 
myself, what am I?” — teaches us both 
individual  and collective responsibility 

So, paraphrasing  Deuteronomy 
(16:13-15), “May you and your family be 
altogether joyful during the Holidays and 
in the New Year.” 

From the President’s Desk

Many reasons for our community to be joyful

“It is in the self-interest of all Muslim nations 
— including the 16 remaining Arab nations 
that continue the boycott of Israel — to at long 
last accept the fact that the modern state of 
Israel exists and is here to stay.”
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By Amanda J. Hornberger
The First Amendment to the 

U.S. Constitution protects free 
speech. This right has often been 
protected and discussed in the 
nearly 230 years since it was 
ratified. In honor of national Free 
Speech Week, Literatour Berks 
presents Thane Rosenbaum and 
his new book “Saving Free Speech 
from Itself” on Wednesday, Oct. 21, 
at 7 p.m. on Zoom.

Rosenbaum describes his 
book: “The First Amendment 
and its Free Speech Clause has 
been distorted and would be now 
unrecognizable to our Founding 
Fathers. Speech can cause 
great harm to human dignity and 

health. Europeans do not allow 
neo-Nazis and extremists bent 
on inciting violence to march 
and trample over the rights of 
other citizens. College campuses 
now permit the shouting down 
of speakers and attacks against 
Jews in the name of anti-Zionism 
that have nothing to do with 
the marketplace of ideas. This 

book hopes 
t o  s t a r t  a 
conversation 
t h a t  w i l l 
lead to free 
s p e e c h 
reform.”

T h a n e 
Rosenbaum 
is an essayist, 
novelist, and law professor. His 
articles, reviews, and essays 
appear frequently in The New 
York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, The Washington Post, 
Los Angeles Times, CNN, The 
Daily Beast and other national 
outlets. He serves as legal analyst 
for CBS News Radio, and is a 

frequent moderator at the 92nd 
Street Y. He is a Distinguished 
University Professor at Touro 
College, where he directs the 
Forum on Law, Culture & Society.

Literatour Berks is proud 
to present leading thought 
leaders in its second season. 
You can register by emailing 
amandah@jfreading.org or 
visiting our website. Signed 
copies of the book wi l l  be 
available for purchase through 
the Literatour Berks official book 
vendor, Reads & Company of 
Phoenixville. 

Thank you to the sponsors 
and patrons of Literatour Berks 
for making this event possible. 

By Amanda J. Hornberger
From opposite sides of the political 

spectrum, two friends hash out the largest 
policy issues facing Israel and the Middle 
East in the Left vs. Right Debate featuring 
J.J. Goldberg and Jonathan Tobin.

Goldberg and Tobin,  both expert 
journalists, will be joining us on Zoom 
on Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 8 p.m. to lay it 
on the line, one from the right side, the 
other the left and exchange real solutions 
for peace.

Jonathan S. Tobin, editor-in-chief of 
JNS.org and a columnist for National 
Review, the New York Post, The Federalist 
and Ha’artez, and J. J. Goldberg, editor 

emeritus of the Forward newspaper and 
former U.S. bureau chief of the Israeli 
news magazine The Jerusalem Report, 
will debate the critical issues concerning 

Israel, the rise in antisemitism and how 
the U.S. election will impact Israel and the 
Middle East.

Topics include Trump’s policies towards 
Israel, Biden’s plans for Middle East, the 
appropriate responses to BDS, and the role 
international consensus should play in 
Israeli policy, in particular regarding West 
Bank settlements.

Join us for an interact ive vir tual 
conversation with Tobin and Goldberg 
on Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 8 p.m. on Zoom. 
Following a moderated conversation, the 
audience will be able to ask questions. 

R e g i s t r a t i o n  r e q u i r e d  a t 
ReadingJewishCommunity.org 

Left vs. Right: Battle for soul of  American Jewry

For More Information - 610-921-0624 

To Register - ReadingJewishCommunity.org/home/literatour 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Monday, September 9, 2019 at 7 p.m. JCC and Exeter Community Library 
Literatour Berks Preview Night 

 
Come learn more about the 18 authors visiting Berks this year!  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Monday, October 7, 2019 at 7 p.m. Exeter Community Library 
E.R. Ramzipoor  

The Ventriloquists 

Presented in partnership with the LGBT Center of Greater Reading. 
 

 
 

Wednesday, October 16, 2019 at 7 p.m. Location Provided Upon Registration 
Angela Himsel  

A River be a Tree 

A program of Women’s Philanthropy of Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 
 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 7:30 p.m. Wachovia Theatre, Albright College 

Thomas Wolf  
The Nightingale’s Sonata:  

The Musical Odyssey of Lea Luboshutz 
40th Annual Leo Camp Memorial Lecture 

 
Program includes Curtis Institute musicians performing César Franck’s “Sonata for Violin and Piano”. 

Presented in partnership with the Camp family and Albright College. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Monday, December 2, 2019 at 7 p.m. Exeter Community Library 

Tiffany Shlain  
24/6: The Power of Unplugging One Day a Week 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday, December 11, 2019 at 7 p.m. Location Provided Upon Registration 
Dawn Raffel  

The Strange Case of Dr. Couney: 
 How a Mysterious European Showman Saved Thousands of American Babies 

A program of Maimonides Society of Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 

Sunday, December 15, 2019 at 4 p.m. Exeter Community Library 
Joni Klein-Higger and Barbara Sharf  

Barnyard Bubbe’s Hanukkah 

Presented by PJ Library of Reading with support from the Sue B. Viener Memorial Fund of 
Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 

 

               _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Does freedom of  speech need to be saved?

Thane Rosenbaum

By Amanda J. Hornberger
A month until virtual/hybrid/

in-person learning and six plus 
months into the COVID-19 
pandemic, it is safe to say that 
many are feeling anxious. Yes, 
we have lived through wars, 9/11 
and the worst economic downfall 
since the Great Depression, but 
a global pandemic? This is new 
territory for everyone.

Leading expert on families 
u n d e r  s t r e s s  a n d  c h i l d 
psychologist Dr. Abigail Gewirtz 

is coming to Literatour Berks on 
Monday, Oct. 5, to discuss her 
book “When the World Feels 
Like a Scary Place: Essential 
Conversations for Anxious 
Parents and Worried Kids” and 
give tips to help all of us deal with 
the anxiety of these times.

Filled with talking points and 
insightful aids, Gewirtz’s book is a 
clear and practical guide to having 
the kinds of tough conversations 
wi th your k ids that  real ly 
help. Topics include race and 

antisemitism, 
c l i m a t e 
c h a n g e , 
b u l l y i n g 
and  more . 
By the end 
of the night 
we may not 
have solved 
the world’s problems, but we 
will be better equipped with 
tools to address the issues and 
challenges facing our children 
today.

The public is invited to join 
us for a conversation with Dr. 
Gewirtz on Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. on 
Zoom. Signed copies of the book 
will be available for purchase 
through the Literatour Berks 
official book vendor, Reads & 
Company of Phoenixville. 

You can register by emailing 
amandah@jfreading.org or 
visiting our website.

Thank you to the sponsors 
and patrons of Literatour Berks 
for making this event possible. 

Essential conversations for these anxious timesJe
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Lakin Holocaust Library

& Resource Center   

Shabbat B’yachad

Community Calendar

Dr. Abigail Gewirtz

PJ Library’s Rosh Hashanah Story Walk gave children a great experience outside Reform Congregation Oheb Sholom and Kesher Zion Synagogue. The program encouraged chldren 
to imagine a journey by train through Israel inspired by the PJ Library picture book “Engineer Ari and the Rosh Hashanah Train.” At left are Alexandra Levin, Noa Elbaum and Rose 

Leisawitz. At right are Lena Bluestone, Leah Ehrlikh and Isabella Gurwitz. 

PJ Library Rosh Hashanah Story Walk
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We are all responsible for the continued vitality 
of the Jewish organizations important to us.

To create your Jewish legacy contact: 
Richard Nassau, Director of Development 

• richardn@JFReading.org • 
610.921.0624 

ReadingJewishCommunity.org

By Amanda J. Hornberger
Since 1917, when Rep. Jeannette 

Rankin of Montana became the first 
woman to serve in Congress, a total 
of 366 women have served as U.S. 
representatives, delegates, or senators. 
After the 2018 election the greatest 
number of women in American history, 
103, entered Congress.

In “The Firsts,” New York Times 
reporter Jennifer Steinhauer follows these 
women’s first year in the 116th Congress, 

chron ic l ing the i r 
t r a n s i t i o n  f r o m 
running trailblazing 
c a m p a i g n s  t o 
the daily work of 
governance.

L i t e r a t o u r 
Berks invites the 
community to join a 
timely discussion, 
held days prior to the 
2020 election, with Jennifer Steinhauer, 

author of “The Firsts: The Inside Story 
of the Women Reshaping Congress” on 
Thursday, Oct. 29, at 7 p.m. on Zoom. 

In her book, Steinhauer follows 
Rep.  A lexandr ia  Ocas io -Cor tez 
and “the Squad”, “the Badasses” 
with national security backgrounds, 
the first two Native Americans in 
Congress and the legislative body’s 
first two Muslim women, all of whom 
were swept into office on a wave 
of grassroots support  diverse in 
backg round ,  age ,  p ro fess iona l 
exper ience,  and ideology.  Local 
Rep. Chrissy Houlahan (6th District) 
is featured in the book as a military 
veteran and member of this wave of 
women in the 116th Congress.

You can register  by emai l ing 
amandah@jfreading.org or visiting our 
website. Signed copies of the book will 
be available for purchase through the 
Literatour Berks official book vendor, 
Reads & Company of Phoenixville. 

Thank you to the sponsors and 
patrons of Literatour Berks for making 
this event possible. 

Women in Congress — A discussion

For More Information - 610-921-0624 

To Register - ReadingJewishCommunity.org/home/literatour 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Monday, September 9, 2019 at 7 p.m. JCC and Exeter Community Library 
Literatour Berks Preview Night 

 
Come learn more about the 18 authors visiting Berks this year!  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Monday, October 7, 2019 at 7 p.m. Exeter Community Library 
E.R. Ramzipoor  

The Ventriloquists 

Presented in partnership with the LGBT Center of Greater Reading. 
 

 
 

Wednesday, October 16, 2019 at 7 p.m. Location Provided Upon Registration 
Angela Himsel  

A River be a Tree 

A program of Women’s Philanthropy of Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 
 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 7:30 p.m. Wachovia Theatre, Albright College 

Thomas Wolf  
The Nightingale’s Sonata:  

The Musical Odyssey of Lea Luboshutz 
40th Annual Leo Camp Memorial Lecture 

 
Program includes Curtis Institute musicians performing César Franck’s “Sonata for Violin and Piano”. 

Presented in partnership with the Camp family and Albright College. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Monday, December 2, 2019 at 7 p.m. Exeter Community Library 

Tiffany Shlain  
24/6: The Power of Unplugging One Day a Week 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday, December 11, 2019 at 7 p.m. Location Provided Upon Registration 
Dawn Raffel  

The Strange Case of Dr. Couney: 
 How a Mysterious European Showman Saved Thousands of American Babies 

A program of Maimonides Society of Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 

Sunday, December 15, 2019 at 4 p.m. Exeter Community Library 
Joni Klein-Higger and Barbara Sharf  

Barnyard Bubbe’s Hanukkah 

Presented by PJ Library of Reading with support from the Sue B. Viener Memorial Fund of 
Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks. 

 

               _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Jennifer Steinhauer

Awarded Medicare’s Highest Ranking – 5 STARS 
Highest Quality Care | Private Suites | Resort-Like Surroundings

Our team of skilled therapists promote functional independence and 
wellness in a holistic, personalized way – we aspire to restore your health 
as quickly and safely as possible. Our beautiful new rehabilitation center 
includes 18 private suites and is complemented by services and amenities. 

SHORT-TERM 
REHABILITATION 

2000 Cambridge Avenue | Wyomissing, PA 19610

Safely Welcoming Rehabilitation Patients! 
To speak to our Clinical Liaison:

610.775.2300       Thehighlands.org

Green Israeli companies 
are changing the world

Israel21c
It is widely known that we are 

experiencing a climate crisis due to 
human-induced climate change. While 
climate change is a natural process, 
man-made choices and actions are 
accelerating this process.

Fortunately, pioneers in clean 
e n e r g y  a n d  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y  a r e 
committed to improving methods 
of production to tackle many issues 
such as minimizing water use in 
agriculture, developing clean energy 
sou rces  and  p roduc ing  e th i ca l 
clothing.

Following are some of the many 
Is rae l i  companies  work ing hard 
to  f igh t  human- induced c l imate 
change and to  imp lement  more 
sustainable methods of consumption 
and production.

Tal-Ya
Tal -Ya Agr icu l tu re  So lu t ions , 

founded in 2008, aims to tackle crop 
issues, such as water shortages 
and extreme weather condit ions, 
with a patented polypropylene tray 
that  enables farmers to harvest 
significantly more from each tree, 
faster.  The t ray a l lows water  to 
condense on its inner ceiling as it 
evaporates from the soil beneath it. 
As water is constantly circulating, 
this system makes water utilization 
highly efficient. This M-shaped tray 
collects irrigation water, rainwater and 
even dew, allowing it to run down the 
tray’s ridges directly to the center and 
into the soil and roots. This further 
enhances water utilization. Moreover, 
the Tal-Ya tray is highly durable to 
endure harsh weather condit ions 
without harming the crops. It has a 
lifespan of up to nine years in field 
conditions, and it can be reused for 
several crop cycles for even more 
economical farming. This company is 
definitely a game-changer.

UBQ
UBQ Materials was founded in 2012 

by Tato Bigio and Rabbi Yehuda Pearl. 
The company’s advanced conversion 
technology transforms household 
waste — mixed plastics, dirty diapers, 
food scraps, paper and cardboard, to 
name just a few — into a sustainable, 
recyclable, bio-based UBQ Material 
that replaces conventional plastics 
in  the manufacture o f  everyday 
products. By taking organic materials 
that would otherwise decompose in 
landfills, UBQ prevents the emission 
of methane and other toxins. UBQ 
Material can be seamlessly integrated 
in to  ex is t ing  p las t ic  mach inery, 

offering a cost-competitive solution 
to  o i l - r i ch  p las t ics  and thereby 
offsetting their carbon emissions. 
UBQ’s solution simultaneously tackles 
two big challenges: the ever-growing 
amount of plastics manufactured, 
and the ever-growing amount of 
waste thrown away. By doing this, 
UBQ enables the t ransi t ion into 
a fully circular economy in which 
waste is no longer wasted. UBQ has 
partnered with big companies such as 
Arcos Dorados Holdings (the largest 
independent McDonald’s franchise 
in  the  wor ld )  and  Da im le r,  the 
manufacturer of Mercedes Benz. As 
leaders in their respective industries, 
these partnerships offer significant 
potential for changing the way people 
think about, consume and dispose of 
plastics.

Brenmiller
Brenmiller Energy was founded in 

2012 by Avi Brenmiller, former CEO of 
Siemens CSP and Solel, and a team 
of experts in the field of renewable 
energy. Brenmiller Energy’s thermal 
storage system, bGen, collects and 
stores waste heat from furnace flue 
gas output. The system can discharge 
the energy upon demand to generate 
electricity and steam. Heat is stored to 
be used at time periods that maximize 
the overall savings. Brenmiller Energy 
has created a thermal storage system 
that basically hybridizes any kind of 
power source, such as solar, biomass, 
nuclear, wind, natural gas; and it 
provides clean energy.

Tooshaaya
Tooshaaya Eco Fashion Design 

is a mother-daughter partnership 
designing and producing ethical 
clothing using natural materials such 
as cotton, bamboo, linen, soy and 
wool. Even the production process 
i s  comple te ly  by  hand ,  mak ing 
Tooshaaya a “slow fashion” brand. 
No sweatshops here.  Th is  eco-
friendly brand does not use synthetic 
fabrics, which release microplastics 
every time they’re washed. Once 
in the environment, microplastics 
are ingested by a broad range of 
species, especially marine life. This 
partnership spreads love with its 
commitment to the environment and 
its ethical way of working.

 These four Israeli  companies 
are here to change and transform 
our lives and the environment. As 
human beings we have to adjust and 
change our habits in order to make 
a difference. These companies are 
showing us that anything is possible.
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Mimi and Tom Gavigan have a 
new grandson, Benjamin Yore Gavigan.  
Parents are David Gavigan and Meghan 
Binford of Philadelphia. 

***
Mazel Tov to parents Erika Hafetz-

Geer and Ellis Geer, and to grandparents 
Victoria and Howard Hafetz on the birth 

of Everett Katie Laine Geer.

We love good news about members 
of our community! Please share it by 
emailing Marknem@aol.com or calling 
the JCC office at 610-921-0624.

Until next time: Shalom!
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Community News

Lucy  Suzanne  Knoblauch 
Zeidman, 96, Wyomissing.

Surviving are a son, Bruce F., 
husband of Geraldine L. Zeidman, of 
Shillington; a brother, Harry Knoblauch, 
husband of Edith Knoblauch, of Reading; 
a sister, Ruth Balis of Wyomissing; and 
several nieces and nephews.

---
Irene S. Zeidman, 62, Wyomissing.  

She is survived by her brother Bruce 
F., husband of Geraldine L. Zeidman 
of Shillington.

 ---
Robert Berger, 54, Reading.
He was the former spouse of Lea 

Berger, Reading. He is survived by 
two daughters, Molly R. Berger, State 
College, and Bethany S. Berger, 
Reading; and one brother, Dr. Barry M. 
Berger, husband of Kathleen A. Vieweg, 
Boston, Mass.

---
 David Moyer, 85, Reading.
 He is survived by his wife, Marjorie 

L. (Sulman) Moyer.  He is also survived 
by his daughters, Aileen D., widow 
of Neal H. Endy, of Pennside, and E. 
Roxanne, wife of Les Walker, of Batavia 
Ohio; sons, Stan B. , husband of Kristine 
K. Moyer, of Sinking Spring and Jay 
H., husband of Margaret R. Moyer, of 
Muhlenberg Township.  Other survivors 
are grandchildren: Brett A. Endy, Chad 
M. Endy and Elizabeth K. Moyer; and 
great-grandchildren, Carson N., Logan 
C., Ardyn N. and Ava L. Endy

---
Shirley Robinson of B’nai B’rith 

Apartments. Survived by her Friendship 
Circle friends.

 ---
 Louis Malamud, 95, formerly 

of Temple.  He is survived by a son, 
Mitchel, husband of Laura Malamud, 
of Las Vegas; grandchildren Barry 
husband of Johna Malamud, Deborah 
Babbit-Malamud and Sheri Malamud; 
and great-grandchildren: Jessy Babbit, 
Carly Malmud and Ian Malamud.

Obituaries

By Joan G. Friedman
Congratulations to Korey Blanck  

and to Edith Blanck on the birth of 
their new granddaughter  and great-
granddaughter!

 ***
Mazel Tov to the Bluestone Family: 

To David and Marianna on their new 
daughter and to grandparents Eric and 
Marissa.

  ***
Congratulations to Charles and 

Brenda Diamond on the engagement 
of their son Brett and to grandfather Al 
Diamond.

***
Mazel Tov to Rosalind Hyman and 

her daughter, Attorney.Cathy Hyman 

Badal, who has received the honor of 
being chosen as the Child Advocate of 
the Year for the State of Pennsylvania.

***
Best wishes to our Berks County 

athletes competing in the 2010 Maccabi 
Games:

Emily & Jared Baksic, swimming
Andrew Blickle, basketball
Matthew Eisenberg, swimming
Hannah and Alexis Glassmire, 

swimming
Brandon Missan, soccer

Until next time: Shalom!
[Email all your simcha news to joan@

friedman.net]

All Around the Town_________

 I had no idea! I had no idea! I had no idea! I had no idea! I had no idea!
We hear this again and again from residents of The Highlands.

• People are so friendly.
• There’s so much for me to do.
• I love the independence and

privacy at The Highlands.
• I don’t worry about my future.
• Dining is like a fine restaurant.
• My kids are so glad I’m here.
• I feel like I’m at a resort.
• This was a smart and valuable

financial decision.
• They do things first class.
• I wish I’d moved here sooner.
• I love it here!

Come tour The Highlands.
Find out first hand why it is the best place for

retirement living.

EQUAL HOUSINGEQUAL HOUSINGEQUAL HOUSINGEQUAL HOUSINGEQUAL HOUSING
O P P O R T U N I T YO P P O R T U N I T YO P P O R T U N I T YO P P O R T U N I T YO P P O R T U N I T Y

If you’re exploring options and choices
for your retirement years, be sure to call
us for a tour.  You too can be a part of
this wonderful lifestyle.  We have every-
thing from a studio apartment to gracious
cottages.  We would love to meet you
and answer your questions.

Call for lunch and a tour today.
�10-775-2300

www.thehighlands.org

Shalom Newspaper (Joan Friedman)
5” (2 col.) x 7”

Questions?
Contact Jodi Gibble, Marketing Director

The Highlands at Wyomissing
2000 Cambridge Ave., Wyomissing, PA 19�10

�10-288-3405

You’ve worked hard to accumulate your wealth. 

Trust it to someone who will work even harder to 

grow your assets and provide you with peace of mind 

as you plan for the future. From financial planning and 

investment management to custom credit solutions, 

deposit products and more. Clermont Wealth Strategies 

– personal, focused and highly confidential.

Financial Planning

Custom Credit Solutions

Wealth Preservation & Transfer Services

Comprehensive Investment Management

Bank Deposit & Convenience Products 

Retirement Planning

CLERMONT WEALTH STRATEGIES
A T

1.866.332.8393
clermontwealth.com

Securities and Insurance Products:
Not FDIC-Insured • Not Insured by any Federal Government Agency
No Financial Institution Guarantee • May lose value • Not a deposit

READING
2801 Papermill Road

Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

Plan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & Wedding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!

(610) 736-2082 ✦ www.reading.homewoodsuites.com

Call Alice for a Site TourCall Alice for a Site TourCall Alice for a Site TourCall Alice for a Site TourCall Alice for a Site Tour

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Images from
Yemin Orde

Area resident and recent college 
graduate Jessica Flamholz sent us 
these pictures from her recent visit 
to Yemin Orde, an Israeli village 
for children and youth supported 

by our Federation. 

KEEP UP WITH THE COMMUNITY
Visit www.readingjewishcommunity.org

Schedule & Services for Sukkot, Shmini Atzeret,  and Simchat Torah 2020/5781

Reservations are required for all in person services. Limited space available and subject to change.
PLEASE NOTE LOCATIONS AND ONLINE AVAILABILITY OF SERVICES

555 Warwick Drive, Wyomissing, PA 19610 

       Office: (610) 374 1763     Fax: (610) 927 6248

Email: kzsecretary@entermail.net             www.kesherzion.org

Sukkot First Day
Saturday, October 3 at 9:30am
Kesher Zion Synagogue

Sukkot Second Day (Bring Lulav and 
Etrog)
Sunday, October 4 at 9:30am
Kesher Zion Synagogue

Shmini Atzeret/Yizkor
Saturday, October 10 at 9:30am
Kesher Zion Synagogue

Erev Simchat Torah
Saturday, October 10 at 7:30pm
Kesher Zion Synagogue

Simchat Torah
Sunday, October 11 at 9:30am
Kesher Zion Synagogue
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By Sari Incledon, M. Ed.
We invite the entire 

community to attend a 
program Jewish Family 
Service is sponsoring: 
“What Every Family 
Needs to Know about 
A lcoho l  and Drug 
Abuse & Addiction: An 
Interactive Dialogue 
with David Rotenberg.”  
This program will be held Wednesday, 
April 28 at 7 p.m. at the JCC.

David is the executive director of 
Adolescent Youth Services at Caron 
Foundation, however his presentation 

will not be limited to issues dealing with 
adolescents.  Drug and alcohol abuse is 
a problem for all age groups, and we all 
need to know more about it.

In a recent article, “Overcoming 
Denial” (Na’amat Woman Winter 2009/10) 
Barbara Trainin Blank wrote: “Alcohol and 
chemical dependency don’t discriminate, 
affecting Jews and non-Jews alike, and 
women as much as men. Addiction 
and alcoholism can be found in every 
socioeconomic and religious segment of 
the Jewish community”.

An ar t ic le  on the JACS Web 
site (Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically 
Dependent Persons and Significant 

Others) provided the following statistics.  
According to Dr. Jay Holder, Medical 
Director and founder of the Exodus 
Treatment Center in Miami, chemical 
dependency is the number one secret 
in the Jewish community. Reportedly, 
up to 50 percent of patient populations 
in some residential treatment centers 
are Jews – as are 20 percent of those 
calling national drug hot lines (yet Jews 
comprise less than 3 percent of the U.S. 
population).  Chemical dependency is the 
third leading killer in the U.S.  It is also an 
unreported and/or unknown contributor 
to deaths caused by car accidents, heart 
attacks, suicides and strokes.

For  every  person who has a 
substance abuse problem, several 
others are affected.  Those affected 
may be spouses, parents, children, 
siblings, grandparents – all are hurt 
in different ways. What can we as a 
communal organization do to address 
the problem? Awareness is an important 
first step and we invite everyone in the 
community to share questions and 
concerns at our above mentioned 
program on April 28.

Our  program is  f ree ,  though 
reservations are requested. For more 
information, call Sari at 610-921-
0624.

Jewish Family Service

Enjoy Tax Benefits While Contributing to

Jewish Family Service Vehicle Donation Program

Call Sari at

610-921-0624 

or email
                               jfrsarii@comcast.net

Living with Loss
formerly Bereavement Group

Mondays, March � and 22, 3:00- 4:30 p.m.
For more information call Sari at 610-921-0624

Discussion of  addiction important to all
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BERKS ENCORE RECEIVES AWARDS

Congratulations to Berks Encore employees Carolyn Krebs 
and Martha Sitler for receiving one of the Social Security 

Administrations highest awards for their providing the public with 
information covering Social Security issues.  

Berks Encore enables older adults to achieve a better quality of 
life by providing a comprehensive program of services, referrals, 
education and advocacy.  For more information call Berks Encore 

at 610-374-3195 or visit them at www.Berksencorepa.org

BERKS ENCORE PROVIDES FREE TAX PREPARATION 
FROM TRAINED VOLUNTEERS

Was your household income less than $50,000 in 2009?  
Household income may be higher in some cases,

but call 610-374-3195 for more details.
Call today to schedule an appointment from now until April 15.

Berks Encore, 40 N. Ninth St., 610-374-3195

Jewish Family Service thanks
Dr. Jeffrey Blank D.D.S.

for providing professional services to our client.

Volunteer Opportunities Available – 
Jewish Family Service seeks volunteers to help our seniors

with grocery shopping and other errands.
If you have some time, call Sari or Carole at 610-921-0624.

Call Sari at 610-921-0624, 
e-mail sarii@jfreading.org 

or go to
www.charitableautoresources.com

Start of  school, fundraiser mark beginning of  year at RCOS

Reform Congregation Oheb Sholom welcomed back Religious School students Sept. 13 with a special outdoor gathering on the first day of school. Families got a chance to meet the teachers, see their friends and pick up 
supplies and some Rosh Hashanah treats. Just a few days later a group of volunteers from the congregation joined forces to assemble and sell Kauffman’s chicken dinners in a no-contact sale outside the synagogue. The 

fundraiser was a tremendous success, with all 400 dinners on hand being sold. 
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From online news sources
Atlit Yam and Bene Beraq — located 

in Israel’s Sharon Plain — date back to 
the pre-pottery Neolithic C, when pottery 
was not manufactured yet.

 About 9,000 years ago, the site of Atlit 
Yam was home to a vibrant village where 
several houses as well as a ritual place 
stood. A few centuries later, the area 
was submerged by the sea and today is 
located off the coast of northern Israel.

Among the remains of buildings as 
well as of animals, plants and even 
several individuals, marine archaeologists 
identified a number of circular installations 
made of heated mud bricks.

As Is rae l i  scho lars  f rom the 
Department of Maritime Civilizations 
and the Zinman Institute of Archaeology 
at the University of Haifa and the Israel 
Antiquities Authority found out, those 
ancient artifacts offer a key to understand 
how prehistoric populations in Israel 
evolved in ancient times, becoming more 
and more skillful and proficient in using 
the environment surrounding them.

“In the Neolithic period, we start 
seeing the first sedentary settlements, 
and the appearance of bricks is deeply 
connected to this phenomenon,” Isaac 
Ogloblin Ramírez, a PhD student and 
the lead author of the paper recently 
published in the Journal of Archaeological 
Science: Reports, told The Jerusalem 
Post.

If at the beginning of the Neolithic era, 
bricks were simply dried out in the sun, 
as ancient populations developed pyro-
technologies, the artifacts started to be 
fired, which increased their resistance to 
the point of allowing them to survive for 
millennia under the sea.

For the study, the researchers 
considered bricks found in sites from 
different periods, both submerged and 
not. Underwater survey and collection of 
samples for analysis was conducted with 
the assistance of the Recanati Institute 
for Maritime Studies at the University of 
Haifa.

Atlit Yam and Bnei Brak – located 
in the Sharon Plain — date back to the 
pre-pottery Neolithic C, when pottery 
was not yet manufactured. Neve Yam 
and Ein Asawir — the first located 
not far from Atlit but just a few short 
distance from the shore and the second 
also in the Sharon Plain — are from the 
more recent period of the Neolithic Wadi 
Rabah phase.

The oldest bricks were manufactured 
in some form of an oval shape up as 
large as 15 inches, while the most recent 
were in a semi-rectangular shape and 
slightly smaller — with the largest found 
approximately 30x50x10cm. in size.

Underwater
bricks show
skill of  Israel’s
prehistoric
inhabitants

A mud brick from Neve Yam, one of several ancient 
communities once located along the coast of Israel but 
since submerged. Marine archaeologists studying the 
area have found a number of circular installations of 

heated mud bricks.

Jewish Federation of Reading/Berks
Campaign Leadership 

a Virtual Event with

Rabbi Joseph Telushkin

Jewish Humor: What the Best Jewish Jokes Say About the Jews

Sunday, October 18, 2020
11:00 a.m.

Brunch & Book Included
Minimum recommended gift $1,200 per person

Please RSVP by October 9th

Phone: 610-921-0624 / e-mail: info@JFReading.org / online: ReadingJewishCommunity.org 

Rabbi Telushkin is a penetrating speaker with the timing of a stand up comic—his 
Jewish Humor book was hailed by Larry Gelbart (author of Mash): “I don’t know if Jews 
are really the chosen people, but Telushkin’s book makes a strong argument that 
they’re the funniest”—so that his talks challenge even as they entertain. One thing is 
certain: you will walk out of Telushkin’s speech different than when you walked in.
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Israel21c
Here’s a look at some of the cute, 

unusual and above all outdoorsy wild 
animals of Israel.

1. Lesser Egyptian jerboa)
Is it a kangaroo? Is it a gerbil? No, it’s 

a Jaculus, or a lesser Egyptian jerboa — a 
small, hopping rodent found in the deserts 
of the Middle East and Africa. This is a 
nocturnal, solitary animal that has incredible 
senses of smell, sight and hearing. It also 
has long kangaroo-like feet that enable it to 
leap almost 10 feet at a time and cover vast 
distances in search of food. In Israel, lesser 
Egyptian jerboas are dwindling because 
construction is minimizing their natural 
habitat and because cats living on the edges 
of town and cities are out hunting them.

2. Sand cat 
What looks like a fluffy kitten is in fact 

a wild animal most at home in sandy 
dunes and stony deserts across Africa 
and Asia. Much smaller than domesticated 
cats, sand cats are solitary, nocturnal 
animals that spend their days hiding and 
go out at night to hunt their prey, which 
includes rodents, insects and lizards. 
Their pale, sandy coat helps them blend 
in with their surroundings, and fur on their 
feet helps protect them against the hot 
terrain. No sand cats have been spotted 
in recent years in Israel, with the possible 
explanation that they were pushed out of 
their environment by larger canines such 
as lfoxes. Let’s hope not.

3. Near Eastern fire salamander
This can be found in Israel, Syria, 

Lebanon, Iran and Iraq. In Israel, it lives up 
north in the Carmel and Galilee regions and 
is considered an endangered, protected 
species. Fire salamanders are black with 
a pattern of yellow or orange spots on their 
back that is unique to each animal. Two 
venom glands on the back of their necks 
emit poison. In the past, they were believed 
to be born in fires and to carry bad omens, 

but in fact they require a wet and moist 
environment to grow and prosper. They 
don’t bring any ill luck to anyone at all, save 
the insects that they devour.

4. Syrian spadefoot toad
 Plump, shiny and with big bulging 

eyes, the Syrian spadefoot is probably 
as cute as a toad can get. Its natural 
habitat spans Eastern Europe to Western 
Asia, with Israel being the southernmost 
place you’ll find it. Syrian spadefoots 
were first recorded in Israel at the 
end of the 19th century, and over the 
decades their numbers have been 
decreasing – nowadays, a few hundred 
individuals. According to the Society 
for the Protection of Nature in Israel, 
their preservation could be aided by 
protecting existing winter pools from 
drainage and pollution as well as creating 
artificial ones. These toads are nocturnal 
animals that hunt at night and spend 
the scorching hot days deep inside a 
burrow, sometimes even aestivating (like 
hibernating, only in summer)

5. Marbled polecatl
Not to be confused with a skunk 

(though they too emit a strong smell when 
threatened), marbled polecats are little 
hunters with poor eyesight and a good 
sense of smell. They can be found from 
southeast Europe all the way to China, 
and in Israel they were first spotted in 
the early 20th century in the Jerusalem 
and Dead Sea areas. They have since 
made their way into the desert, probably 
following the spread of agriculture to 
those once-arid areas. They are mostly 
active in the mornings and evenings and 
don’t sleep in the same place twice.

6. Caracal
A beautiful wild feline species, 

caracals can be found across Israel. 
They seem to have grown in number 
and distribution over the years. Caracals 
usually live on their own but have been 
sighted in small groups. Though they live 
on land, they’re expert tree climbers and 
mostly hunt down hares and partridges. 
Despite not being in danger of extinction, 
they are considered vulnerable and it is 
illegal to kill them. Poachers are after the 
meat and skins and farmers out to protect 
their livestock.

7. Hula painted frog
And now, to a bit of good news: The 

Hula painted frog, which lives in Lake 
Hula’s marshes, was considered to have 
become extinct when the marshes were 
drained in the 1950s. In 2011, however, 
a park ranger came across the coveted 
species. While critically endangered, 
at least the Hula painted frogs are still 
alive. It is estimated that a few hundred 
still reside in their original environment.

8.  Palestine mountain gazelle
If you’ve ever gone hiking in Israel, 

you’ve probably come across a mountain 
gazelle or two. They’ve been here a long 
time and are even mentioned in the Bible. 
They mostly live in the Judean and Negev 
deserts and are rather delicate-looking, 
with thin legs and little horns. But they’re 
super-fast and can sprint at up to 50 mph.

9. Arabian leopard
Arabian leopards are something of a 

legend in Israel, with hikers doing their best 
to spot them and little children told not to 
stray off for fear of them. Yet the chances of 
running into a leopard are unbelievably slim 
since they are on the verge of extinction. If 
you do come across one, you’ll be able to 
recognize it for its small size, long tail, pale 
yellow coat and black spots (not to mention 
that it’s the only type of leopard in Israel). The 
leopards don’t eat humans but rather much 
smaller prey such as hares and rodents.

10. Blind scorpion
This one’s not roaming the Holy Land 

anymore, but it’s just too cool not to mention. 
In 2006, researchers found eight unknown, 
preserved ancient species inside the Ayalon 
Cave, among them a blind scorpion. The 
blind scorpion was unfortunately discovered 
dead, but its contemporaries may be 
scuttling across the dark, deep preserves 
of their surroundings. Also found were 
seawater and freshwater crustaceans and 
other terrestrial species that were all related 
yet distinct from modern-day creatures.

Check out Israel’s 10 most unusual wild animals

The sand cat may look cute, but it’s a wild animal that hunts at night.
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American Friends of Yemin Orde
Fifty members of the Ethiopian Israeli 

Police Officer’s Forum gathered at Yemin 
Orde Village in July to discuss issues of 
identity and inclusion in Israeli society. The 
program was facilitated by Village Way 
Educational Initiatives. Nearly half of those 
attended were Yemin Orde graduates, and 
most had some personal connection to the 
Village through siblings, cousins, or friends.

Chaim Peri, who served as Yemin 
Orde’s director for 27 years, is a friend and 
mentor to many attendees of the day-long 
program. His lifetime of advocacy on behalf 
of Israel’s at-risk youth, which includes 
many in the Ethiopian Israeli community, 
is highly respected and inspirational. 
He greeted the group with an emotional 
welcome at Yemin Orde’s synagogue.

The officers participated in active 
workshops on issues of identi ty, 
integration and belonging. Ofir, a 
graduate of the Village who serves as a 
company commander in the Israel Border 

Police, said Yemin Orde’s community of 
support and kindness inspired him as a 
troubled youth: “I was not a good student 
and did not really participate. But every 
morning, I would see Chaim Peri waiting 
for me at the entrance to the dining 
hall, and he would say every morning, 
‘Ofir, you are OK, it’s the system that is 
messed up. You are good and the system 
will take time to see it.’ That has stuck 
with me. They could see me as good 
even when I was not functioning well. I 
always remember that the system is not 
always right, even when I am a part of the 
system, and that leads me in my work.”

Another officer shared: “I came to the 
Village as a shy, quiet kid. Chaim Peri 
always responded to us in such a different 
way, and I have taken that with me over 
the years. For example, if he would catch 
you in the dining hall in the middle of the 
day when you should have been in class, 
he would not kick you out, but he would 
say, ‘Oh, I see you are hungry, let’s sit and 

eat together.’”
Avraham, a Yemin Orde graduate, 

surprised Chaim with a gift of gratitude and 
kind words, calling him “my teacher, my 
rabbi.” Dotan Levi, Director, Village Way 
Educational Institute, addressed the different 
models of integration among immigrant 
communities, and how they see themselves 
and their community. He also discussed 
how they see their role and impact in Israel’s 
issues of discrimination, and the different 
approaches for working together to lead 
change for all Israeli society. Village Way 
leaders hope to organize future discussion 
programs with this dedicated group.

Other attendees expressed their 
appreciation:

“Up until today this Forum only dealt 
with addressing all of the problems, but 
today we learned a model from which we 
can move forward.”

“I can take from today the insight of how 
much one person can have an impact on 
the lives of so many people. We all have 

the power, the question is what we use it 
for, what we do with our leadership role.”

“To serve in the police requires a strong 
mental attitude, the question is how you 
deal with the challenges. We have been 
through things in our lives that most people 
our age have not been through. No one 
needs to teach us values, we need those 
who look at us to see these are people that 
you need to believe in. I am thinking about 
how I can help, where I can put my energy 
and have a positive impact.”

“I expect us to lead a new language 
in the police, a language of equality, and 
not have to ‘bother’ anyone or wait for 
them to do it for us. I am leaving this day 
very happy.”

Many people involved in this seminar 
expressed the need to continue working 
together to bring these resources to more 
members of the Police force, whether 
through additional seminars or working 
together to develop content and training 
sessions.

Friends of Meir Panim
As children return to school, it 

is a welcome relief for families who 

spent the summer cooped up at home 
due to COVID-19 restrictions. But 
for some, returning to school brings 

new worries. 
Israel ’s economy is extremely 

unstable, and there are still hundreds 

of thousands without jobs. For them, 
sending their kids to school is a 
sudden financial burden that they 
cannot handle. The cost of books 
and suppliesis overwhelming for 
them.  That ’s  why Mei r  Panim’s 
branches are working to ensure 
every child goes back to school with 
everything they need.

Me i r  Pan im i s  suppor ted  by 
local dol lars through the Jewish 
Federation of Reading as part of 
efforts to support people in need 
in Israel and around the world, as 
well as in our community, state and 
nation.

The Or Akiva Branch has gone 
to incredible lengths. Or Akiva has 
not been immune to the effects of 
COVID-19, but thanks to residents’ 
incredible generosity, Meir Panim 
was able to distribute school bags 
full of supplies to all children entering 
the first grade. 

Or Akiva wasn’t  the only ci ty 
mak ing sure  the less  for tunate 
students were taken care of .  In 
Tiberias, the local Branch spent the 
day distributing day planners and 
notebooks to all the students in need 
to ensure that they would have a 
successful semester — despite all 
the hardships.

Thanks to these efforts, many 
parents were saved from the anxiety 
of sending their children to school 
empty-handed — and can instead 
focus on regaining their footing in 
the wake of the pandemic.

Meir Panim has also fel t  this 
sudden increase in  demand for 
meals and continues to support and 
provide food.

What was once a few hundred 
meals, has become thousands of 
meals daily to families with all kinds 
of financial backgrounds.

In this new reality, Meir Panim 
has had to adjust on the fly in their 
operat ions provid ing support  to 
Israelis in need. And thankfully there 
has been a silver lining. 

While COVID-19 has left many 
jobless, some have been able to use 
the extra time to volunteer.

Meir Panim has received help from 
cooks and chefs, whose restaurants 
have been closed, to cook food for 
those in need.

In addition, there have been other 
volunteers who are working from 
home or on leave, offering an extra 
pair of hands to help package and 
deliver food.

Meir Panim stepping up for students in need

              

Please use code Reading in the community box when registering.

Oct. 13th @ 8 pm ET  
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_NRovAsSiRemBBmra4R4oLQ

Have President Trump’s policies been good for Israel? Would Biden’s be better or worse? 
Can American Jews have an impact on Middle East peace? What’s causing rise in anti-
Semitism? How should American Jews deal with the BDS movement and how do our 
concerns about Israel impact our communal stands on other issues like racism?
Jonathan S Tobin, Editor-in-chief of JNS.org and a columnist for National Review, The 
New York Post, The Federalist and Ha’aretz and J.J. Goldberg, Editor Emeritus of The 
Forward newspaper and former U.S. Bureau Chief of the Israeli news magazine, The 
Jewish Report, will debate these and other critical issues concerning American Jewry.
“To us, the value of this program was not only that it helped us learn about the issues but also that 
saw J.J. and Jonathan model civil, heartfelt and passionate debate about Israel. That kind of respect-
ful communication over disagreements is rare and was refreshing.”
                  -Hannah Rosenthal, Past Chief Executive Officer – Milwaukee Jewish Federation
“There are so many issues that we are engaged in dealing with right now - but we filled our shul for an 
important and intense but highly civil exchange between the right and left on Israel – well-organized and 
cogent debate with J.J. Goldberg and Jonathan Tobin.”

-Rabbi Morris Allen/Beth Jacob Congregation/ Mendota Heights, MN

Hosted by: Co-Sponsored by:  

Event showcases Yemin Orde’s great successes
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A sweet beginning at Chabad and its Hebrew School

Chabad of Berks together with Chabad of Chester County hosted a pre Rosh Hashana Zoom sweet challa bake, left. More than 40 participants enjoyed learning how to make a challa honey bowl, as well as some other 
interesting challa methods. It was interesting and educational, as well as lots of fun, and participants came away with new ideas and inspiration for the new year.

At right, Chabad Hebrew School got off to a great start. Starting the year on Zoom, students are learning through entertaining educational videos, time machines, games, activities and stories. Our students celebrated the new 
year by baking honey cakes and making exploding treats. Using dissolvable paper, they wrote or drew a picture of some mistake they did this year that disintegrated when placed in water — replicating the Tashlich service.

2020 Shalom Contributors
We wish to thank the following for their generous support of Shalom:

SPONSOR  $118+
Paul and Sheina Missan

DONOR $72 - $117
Ellen and Don Abramson

SUPPORTER $36 - $71
     Shirley K. Boscov      Talya Fox
     Baruh S. Rodriguez and Margo Thomas     Norman and Rita Wilikofsky
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By Amanda J. Hornberger
The Jewish Cultural Center and 

Fox Theatres are excited to kick off the 
seventh annual Reading Jewish Film 
Series with the Israeli comedy/thriller 
“Douze Points.” Due to the ongoing 
restrictions on large gatherings this year, 
the film series will start virtually. 

“Douze points” refers to the highest 
score available in the Eurovision song 
competition, the backdrop to this colorful, 
chucklesome satire. As French singer 
TJ, a gay Muslim, prepares to represent 
his country in Israel, he encounters 
a homophobic terrorist, sensational 
tabloids and obsessive Mossad agents 
who threaten to derail his path to 

fulfillment. ISIS decides to plant one 
of their operatives, acting as TJ’s 
boyfriend, into the French delegation in 
order to set off an explosion under the 
stage during the final performance of the 
event. Meanwhile, the Mossad, Israel’s 
famed intelligence agency, gets a goofy 
setup as they disguise themselves 
as trained stylists, hairdressers and 
choreographers, all to guarantee the 
safety of Eurovision.

The 2021 Reading Jewish Film 
Series is co-sponsored by the Rubin 
Educat ional  Fund of  the Jewish 
Federation of Reading/Berks and 
Fox Theatres. To allow more of our 
community to enjoy the films the Reading 

Jewish Film Series will begin virtually. 
Our hope is to finish the series in person 
back at Fox Theatres. 

“Douze Points” will be screened 
virtually Oct. 23-26.

For $5 community members will be 
given 72-hour access to a secure link 
to view the film from the comfort of their 
own home. Tickets can be purchased at 
ReadingJewishCommunity.org 

The list of upcoming films:
“Douze Points” — Israeli comedy/

thriller about an ISIS threat to the 
Eurovision singing contest in Israel.

“When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit” — 
Based on the best-selling children’s 
novel, this German drama follows 
9-year-old German-Jewish Anna, who is 
too busy with schoolwork and friends to 
notice Hitler’s face glaring from posters 
plastered all over 1933 Berlin. But when 
her father suddenly vanishes, and the 
family is secretly hurried out of Germany, 
Anna begins to understand life will never 
be the same.

“Shared Legacies” — In this American 
documentary, the crucial historical 
lessons of Black-Jewish cooperation 
are revisited and revived in this utterly 
fascinating, urgent call to action.

“Thou Shalt Not Hate” — Italian 
drama that focuses on the issues 
surrounding modern day antisemitism. 

The son of a Holocaust survivor who 
lives in Trieste as a surgeon begins to 
doubt his actions of refusing to help 
a victim of a traffic accident that he 
encountered on his way home from 
work.

“Rabbi Goes West” — This American 
documentary follows one Chabad rabbi, 
34-year-old Chaim Bruk, who moved 
from Brooklyn to unlikely Bozeman, 
Montana, to bring his brand of Judaism 
to the American West.

S p e c i f i c  d a t e s  a n d  v i e w i n g 
information wi l l  be released one 
month prior to each film. For questions 
or more information please email 
Amanda at amandah@jfreading.org. 

Reading Jewish Film Series to start virtually

TotShabbat
ZOOM WITH US!
October 17th  at 10:00 am

Join Rabbi Michelson for a musical, story-filled 
interactive hour for children through grade 2.  Members & 
non-members welcome.  No registration required.  Zoom link 
available at ohebsholom.org.  Future Tot Shabbat dates:
11/14, 12/19, 1/9, 2/20, 3/20, 4/17, 5/15, & 6/12.

READING
JEWISH

FILM
SERIES
20I5

READING
JEWISH

FILM
SERIES2021
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Israel21c
 An international team of researchers 

led by an Israeli scientist has developed 
a noninvasive technology to kill breast 
cancer cells, an innovation that in the 
future could perhaps also be used to treat 
diseases such as brain cancer, Alzheimer’s 

disease and Parkinson’s disease.
The groundbreaking technique, 

developed by Tel Aviv University’s Tali 
Ilovitsh during her post-doctorate period 
at Stanford University, uses low-frequency 
ultrasound to burst microscopic tumor-
targeted bubbles.

Ilovitsh’s research was recently 
published in the journal Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences.

“Microbubbles are microscopic 
bubbles filled with gas, with a diameter 
as small as one-tenth of a blood vessel. 
At certain frequencies and pressures, 

soundwaves cause microbubbles 
to act like balloons: microbubbles 
expand and shrink periodically, and 
thus allow an increased transfer of 
substances from the blood vessel 
to the surrounding tissue,” Ilovitsh 
explained. “We discovered that using 
lower frequencies than those applied 
before causes microbubbles to expand 
drastically until they explode.

“We understood that this discovery can 
be used as a tumor-treatment platform and 
started injecting microbubbles into tumors 
directly.”

The research team injected microbubbles 
into tumors in engineered mice. The 
microbubbles were tumor-targeted, meaning 
that they attached to the tumor cells’ 
membranes at the moment of explosion.

“The targeted treatment, which is safe 
and cheap, managed to destroy most of 
the tumor,” Ilovitsh says. 

And yet, to prevent the cancer from 
spreading, the researchers needed 
to destroy every cancer cell. “That is 
why we injected an immunotherapeutic 
gene alongside the microbubbles, which 
acts as a Trojan horse and signals the 
immune system to attack the cell,” 
Ilovitsh said.

This gene that alerts the immune system 
to attack normally cannot enter cancer cells. 
Introduced by the exploding microbubbles, 
it managed to enter the cells that were not 
killed by the explosion and signal to the body 
that they were cancerous.

Ilovitsh intends to use the technology 
as a noninvasive treatment for brain-
damaging diseases such as  Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s and brain tumors.

“The blood-brain barrier does not 
allow medications to pass through, but 
microbubbles can expand and enable a 
temporary opening of the barrier, thus 
letting the treatment reach its target 
without requiring an operation,” she 
said.

Israeli scientist finds way to explode cancer cells

Tali Ilovitsh

MEETMEETMEET
JASMINEJASMINEJASMINE
WARGAWARGAWARGA

OCT. 25OCT. 25OCT. 25
4:30 P.M.4:30 P.M.4:30 P.M.

SOCIALSOCIAL
JUSTICEJUSTICEINTERFAITHINTERFAITHJEWISHJEWISH  

VALUESVALUES

Thanks to our sponsors:
This program made possible through a grant from PJ Library, a program of the 

Harold Grinspoon Foundation

Wanted: 
Good 
News!
Share your 

simchas with the 
community.
Just call the 

Federation office
or email  

Marknem@aol.
com.
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By Carole Robinson
D u r i n g  t h e 

COVID-19 pandemic, 
i t  is  easy to feel 
isolated and alone. 
Socia l  d is tanc ing 
has forced everyone 
to reduce physical 
contact with their 
l o v e d  o n e s  a n d 
friends. This can be 
especially tough on 
older adults who are not leaving their homes 
and are not getting visitors.  Loneliness and 
social isolation can affect brain function 
and increase dementia risk in older adults.  
Maintaining relationships and social ties 
enables people to cope more effectively 
with stress and anxiety.

My mother, Doris Levin, was JFS’s 
first social worker. Her warmth and acts of 
kindness were gifts she quietly bestowed 
to those needing the support of a friend.  
In the days before text messages, emails, 
Zoom, and Facetime, my mother was a 
firm believer in reaching out and touching 
other people’s lives. She sent handwritten 
letters and made daily phone calls to her 
many older friends in the community. In 
this time of social distancing, it is time to 

embrace these old-fashioned methods of 
communication.

In response to the constraints of the 
pandemic, Jewish Family Service is 
pleased to launch a new social action 
program in the Reading community, 
Phone-A-Friend.  It matches volunteers 
with seniors who live alone or are socially 
isolated. The volunteers will make weekly 
calls to their phone friends. The length 
and timing of the calls will vary, depending 
on the participants and their needs. 
This program will promote compassion, 
understanding, and intergenerational 
awareness. It may even lead to some 
genuine friendships.

Would you like to receive a weekly 
phone call? Do you know someone who 
could benefit from a friendly phone visit? 
If you, a relative, or friend would enjoy 
speaking to a community member on a 
regular basis, please let me know.

Are you friendly, caring, and a good 
listener? Would you like to help someone 
feel supported and less lonely? This is the 
volunteer opportunity for you. It doesn’t 
require much time, and you can arrange the 
calls to fit into your own schedule. Contact 
me to let me know you would like to be a 
Phone-A-Friend volunteer.

Make a connection, show that you care.
You can Phone-A-Friend from anywhere.

Share a story, warmth, and smiles.
Kindness stretches across the miles.

Spread some sunshine, be part of the trend.
Pick up the phone and make a new friend.

To participate in the Phone-A-Friend 
Program, email me at CaroleR@JFReading.
org or call the JCC at 610-921-0624.

In addition to old-fashioned phone 
conversations, another lost method of 
communication is letter writing. A big thank 
you to Kutztown University Hillel and 
Erica Cohen Hamilton for taking the time 
to write personal New Year’s greetings to 
our Friendship Circle. Your letters were 
appreciated by those who received them! 

Jewish Family Service introduces Phone-A-Friend
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Food Pantry

Friendship Circle

Counseling Services

Transportation

Financial Assistance

Hospital and

   Home Visitations   

Living with Loss

Information and

   Referral   

Case Management

Holiday Programs

By Carole Robinson
The following educational programs are 

free and held at the JCC, 1100 Berkshire 
Blvd, Suite 125, Wyomissing. Due to 
changing social distance requirements, 
programs may be held virtually.  Participants 
will be notified of any changes by phone.

Registration requested to Carole 
Robinson, email CaroleR@JFReading.
org or 610-921-0624.

The ABC’s  of Medicare
Wednesday, Oct. 28

7 p.m. at the JCC
 Join Phyllis Dessel, a community 

volunteer and retired social worker who 
was employed more than 20 years at the 
Berks County Office of Aging.  Medicare 
recipients have many choices to make. 

Learn about the difference between 
tradit ional Medicare and Medicare 
Advantage plans; how to choose a drug 
plan and a Medicare supplement; when 
you can change your plan and when to 
apply for Medicare.

What You Need  to Know About Your 
Social Security Benefits

Wednesday, Nov. 4
7 p.m. at the JCC

 Join Stanley Fromuth, a retired 38-
year veteran of the Social Security 
Administration, to learn about maximizing 
your Social Security benefit. Mr. Fromuth, 
a program and policy expert, has been 
making presentations to the public on 
Social Security issues for the past 25 
years. Some of the topics he will discuss 

include how and when to collect benefits, 
how benefits are computed, working while 
receiving Social Security, benefits for 
widows/widowers and divorcees and more.  
Bring your questions.

Learning About Wills and Power of 
Attorney

Wednesday, Nov. 11
7 p.m. at the JCC

 Having a solid estate plan can help 
ease the burden of your passing on your 
loved ones. Attorney Benjamin Leisawitz 
of Leisawitz Heller in Wyomissing will help 
us understand the necessity for everyone 
to have these documents — both a will and 
power of attorney — and answer related 
questions. Join us for this informative and 
important session.

2020 Fall Education Programs
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Israeli endocrinologist points to role of  diet in COVID-19
By Dr. Mariela Glandt 
Israel21c

It is widely known that COVID-19 most 
cruelly afflicts people who are already in 
poor health. Along with advanced age, a 
higher risk of severe illness and death is 
associated with obesity, diabetes, high 
blood pressure and heart disease.

Most of these conditions are “diet-
related diseases,” which are largely 
caused by — and can be cured by — 
what we eat. In other words, nutrition is 

the biggest coronavirus risk factor that 
nobody is talking about.

In my work as an endocrinologist, I’ve 
helped hundreds of patients with diet-
related diseases lose weight and drop 
their medications, primarily through diet 
and lifestyle adjustments. I’ve come to 
believe that proper nutrition may be the 
best way we have of readying our bodies 
to fight off the coronavirus.

Why is metabolic dysfunction so 
uniquely damaging to people infected 

with the coronavirus?
We know that insulin resistance and 

obesity wreak general havoc with the 
immune system. Affected individuals get 
sick more frequently, and when they do 
get sick, it’s more debilitating.

Fat cells spill into the bloodstream 
and accumulate in the tissues of the 
immune system, disrupting the activity 
of leukocytes, lymphocytes and T-cells. 
Abnormal hormonal function leads to 
chronic inflammation, which may be 
particularly dangerous when COVID-19 
provokes a hyperinflammatory response.

All these changes not only have a 
negative impact on immune response but 
on the efficacy of many vaccines.

Beware sugar, carbs, seed oils
Diet-related diseases require diet-

related solutions, and metabolic disease 
is caused primarily by an excess of sugar, 
dietary carbohydrates, and seed oils.

Carbs — especially those found 
in sugars and highly refined grains — 
prompt huge spikes of insulin, the first 
step in a vicious cycle that leads to 
insulin resistance and other hormonal 
imbalances and derangements. Seed 
oils (often referred to as vegetable oils) 
like canola and corn oil increase insulin 
resistance.

Israeli diet: healthy or not?
Many have celebrated the Israeli 

diet as one of the world’s healthiest. 
True, Israel is metabolically healthier 
than many Western nations, but that 
isn’t saying much. Nearly half of Israel’s 
adults are overweight, at least one-third 
have hypertension, and nearly one-third 
of those between the ages of 65 and 
84 have diabetes. An unacceptably 
large percentage of our population is 
at an especially high risk of death from 
COVID-19 due to diet-related illnesses.

The local  emphasis on f resh 

vegetables, lean protein and olive oil 
is a wonderful and very nutritious thing, 
but Israel is still very much at the mercy 
of the global trends that are driving the 
twin pandemics of diabetes and obesity.

Fast food is on the rise here as 
elsewhere. We eat too much nutrient-
free junk food, food that’s processed and 
full of sugar and seed oils. We drink too 
much soda and fruit juice.

Go keto
For adults who already have known 

metabolic risk factors, even certain 
elements of the otherwise healthy 
traditional Israeli diet may be worth 
reviewing. Think of all that pita bread, and 
all those dates — what are they but highly 
concentrated blasts of carbohydrate?

To my own patients, I recommend 
a more extreme change: a very low 
carbohydrate (or “ketogenic”) diet. Very 
little fruit, no rice, no hummus.

Avoiding carbs almost entirely is the 
one surefire way to quickly break the 
vicious cycle of insulin spikes and insulin 
resistance.

My patients enjoy vegetables, 
chicken, fish, eggs, meat, olive oil and 
dairy in abundance, they lose weight, 
and their metabolic health recovers with 
extraordinary speed.

I’m not the only doctor to see these 
results. A 2019 experiment, to give one 
example, showed that in just four weeks 
the majority of participants on a low-carb 
diet reversed their metabolic syndrome. 
Imagine: four weeks to undo a lifetime 
of damage!

Now, as the coronavirus sweeps 
across our communities, diet may be a 
more important intervention than ever.

Dr. Mariela Glandt  is an endocrinologist 
with extensive experience in the treatment 
of diabetes and authorof the e-book “How 
to Eat in the Time of COVID-19.”

WYOMISSING OPTOMETRIC CENTER
The Best Care In Sight!

Glenn S. Corbin, OD
Karen L. Heaney, OD
Perry C. Umlauf, OD

wyo-opto.com

WYOMISSING
  610-374-3134  

DOUGLASSVILLE
   610-385-4333   

MYERSTOWN
717-866-1400 

 

Heidi L. Sensenig, OD, MS
 

Kerry J. Burrell, OD
Amanda S. Legge, OD
Jeffrey Stefanick, OD

 

Comprehensive Vision & Medical Eye Care
 

803 Penn St., Reading, PA 19601 • www.manoratms.com
LEARN MORE AT

WEBINAR

Tuesday,  
October 20

2:00pm
On Zoom
Register by calling 610-898-0834 or visit
calendly.com/veterans-financial/marketsquare 

PRESENTED BY
Emily Schwarz 
President,  
Veterans Financial, Inc.

Learn about the  

VA Aid & Attendance  

Benefit that can provide  

$14,736 - $27,192 annually  

to pay for senior care.

for VETERANS

October �  Tishri-Chesvan 

Shabbat Candle Lightings 
	  

Torah Portions	  

 
October 2 
6:26 p.m. 
 
October 9 
6:14 p.m. 
 
October 16 
6:04 p.m. 
 
October 23                                                                                                                        

 
October 3/15 Tishri 
Sukkot (Leviticus 22:26-23:44) 
 
October 10/22 Tishri 
Shemini Atzeret (Deuteronomy 14:22-16:17) 
 
October 17/29 Tishrei 
B’reisheet (Genesis 1:1-6:8) 
 
October 24/6 Cheshvan 

5:54 p.m. 
 

Noach (Genesis 6:9-11:32) 
 

October 30 
5:45 p.m. 

October 31/13 Cheshvan 
Lech-Lecha: (Genesis 12:1-17:27) 
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Ambassador 
predicts end 

to conflict 
between 

Israel, Arabs
jns.org

U.S. Ambassador to Israel David 
Fr iedman to ld repor ters in  mid-
September  that  recent  reg iona l 
d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  a n d  e s p e c i a l l y 
the U.S.-brokered peace treaties 
reached between Israel, Bahrain 
and  the  Un i ted  Arab  Emi ra tes , 
mark the beginning of the end of 
the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Speak ing  aboa rd  the  I s rae l i 
d e l e ga t i on ’s  r e t u rn  f l i gh t  f r o m 
Washington, D.C.,  where Israel i 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
and the foreign ministers of  the 
U A E  a n d  B a h r a i n  s i g n e d  t h e 
peace accords Sept. 15, Friedman 
made a prediction that many more 
countr ies would soon fol low suit 
and normalize relat ions with the 
Jewish state. 

“We broke the ice and made 
peace with two important countries 
in the region,” he said, adding that 
additional diplomatic breakthroughs 
are sure to follow.

“When the dust sett les, within 
months or a year,” he added, “the 
Israeli-Arab conflict will be over,” 
he said.

A s  f o r  t h e  i m p a c t  o f  t h e 
developments on the Palestinians, 
F r i edman  sa i d  t he  Pa les t i n i an 
people are not  being served by 
their leadership.

“I believe the people in Judea 
and Samaria want a better l ife,” he 
said, adding that the Palestinian 
peop le  need to  unders tand  i t ’s 
possible for them to attain such a 
goal. 

Their  leadership,  however,  is 
stil l clutching to old and irrelevant 
complaints, he added.

“They  need  to  j o i n  t he  21s t 
century.  They are on the wrong 
s ide of  h is tory  a t  the moment , ” 
Friedman said.

On the matter of Israel’s now-
paused sovere ignty  in i t ia t ive in 
Judea and Samaria, Friedman said, 
“I think it will happen.”

While the United States believes 
the initiative was the right move, 
he said,  “Peace is  a once- in-a-
generation opportunity.”

Friedman said he believes the 
sovereignty issue can be revisited 
in a less controversial manner at a 
later date, after the peace initiative 
has been advanced and capitalized 
on fully.

“It ’s a temporary suspension,” 
he said.

F r i e d m a n  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e 
cu r ren t  admin is t ra t i on  was  the 
f i rs t  to  s t ipu la te  the  lega l i ty  o f 
t h e  s e t t l e m e n t s  a c c o r d i n g  t o 
i n t e rna t i ona l  l aw  and  t he  on l y 
administrat ion to unvei l  a peace 
plan that rejects the removal  of 
Jews from their homes in Judea 
and Samaria.

Asked what  he would  l i ke  to 
te l l  the c i t izens of  Israel  at  the 
start of the Jewish new year, Rosh 
Hashanah, Fr iedman wished for 
the pandemic to pass quickly for 
all of humanity’s sake, and for all 
“to have a good and sweet year.”

 

Pediatric and Adult Patients 
Treating Ear, Nose, Throat Problems  

Thyroid Nodules, Neck Masses & Sinusitis

Physicians: 
James P. Restrepo, M.D., FACS, ECNU 

Charles K. Lutz, M.D., FACS 
Jeffrey S. Driben, M.D., FACS, ECNU

Scott J. Cronin, M.D.
Adam P. Vasconcellos, M.D.

Nurse Practitioner: 
Rosemarie Montgomery

MS, CRNP, FNP-C

ENT Head & Neck Specialists, PC  
985 Berkshire Blvd., Wyomissing  
610-374-5599 • www.ent-hns.net

Providing diagnostic and rehabilitative services for all types of hearing loss, for any age group. 
Hearing and Balance Disorders 

State of the Art Hearing Aid Fittings 
In House Hearing Aid Repairs

Audiologists: 
 

Melanie A. Appler, AuD, FAAA
Matthew R. Bonsall, AuD, FAAA

Jenna L. Galan, AuD, CCC-A

Every summer on the 9th of Av (Tisha 
B’Av), Jews around the world fast in 
remembrance of the destruction of the 
First and Second Temples in Jerusalem 
— the first by the Babylonians in 586 BCE 
and the second by the Romans in 70 CE.

In a historic first, researchers from Tel 
Aviv University, the Hebrew University 
and the Israel Antiquities Authority 

were able to measure the Earth’s 
magnetic field on that very day in August 
586 BCE, revealing the immensity of 
the destruction of Jerusalem by the 
Babylonians.

The landmark interdisciplinary study 
was published this summer in the 
scientific journal PLOS ONE.

In the process of an archaeological 

excavation at the City of David National 
Park, excavators found a grand public 
structure with a highquality plaster floor.

The directors of the excavation, Yiftah 
Shalev of the Israel Antiquities Authority 
and Yuval Gadot of Tel Aviv University, 
explained: “We dated the destruction 
of the structure to 586 BCE based on 
smashed pottery vessels typical of the 
end of the First Temple period, found on 
the floor. Apart from the broken utensils, 
we found signs of burning and large 
quantities of ashes.”

The findings are reminiscent of the 
book of Kings II (25:9): “And he burned 
the house of the Lord, and the king’s 
house, and all the houses of Jerusalem, 
and every great man’s house burnt he 
with fire.”

The excavators found a large section 
of floor that had collapsed from the top 
story — and by measuring the magnetic 
field recorded in this fragment, the 
researchers were able to reveal Earth’s 
magnetic field at the time of the fire.

PhD student Yoav Vaknin of Tel Aviv 
University sampled fragments of flooring 
scattered around the site and measured 
the magnetic field recorded in them at 
the Paleomagnetic Laboratory of the 
Institute of Earth Sciences at the Hebrew 
University.

“The purpose of this study was 
twofold,” said Vaknin. “One goal was to 
rediscover the direction and magnitude 
of the magnetic field on the day of 
Jerusalem’s destruction. The other was 
to understand what the magnetic data 
recorded in the floor fragments can tell 
us about the destruction itself.

“Even without measuring the magnetic 
field we could assume that this grand 
building was destroyed in the event of 
the destruction of the First Temple, but 
the magnetic measurements proved that 
the building had been burned down, at 
a temperature higher than 932 degrees, 
probably intentionally, and that the floor, 
supported by massive wooden beams, 
had collapsed during the fire.”

The ability to link the destruction of 
Jerusalem with the recording of Earth’s 
magnetic field down to a specific day “is 
truly extraordinary,” Tel Aviv University’s 
Vaknin said, and will help in future 
archaeological research.

Breakthrough research on Temple destruction
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By Solange Israel-Mintz
& Andi Franklin

In 1868 Michael Phelan, maker 
of bi l l iard tables and pool shark 
extraordinaire, decided to offer $10,000 
to anyone who could invent a non-ivory 
billiard ball. John Wesley Hyatt took up 
the challenge. He combined camphor, 
alcohol and nitrocellulose and molded it 
into a sphere. The creation was unstable, 
not durable, and exploded when struck, 
adding an element of danger to the game.  
Needless to say, he didn’t win the money.  
However, this was the first of a world of 
synthetic plastics that now permeate 
every aspect of our lives.

It is important to note that plastics 
have been a great blessing. Plastic 
packaging protects goods while reducing 
weight, transportation costs and fossil 
fuel emissions. Plastics are the primary 
components of computers, cellphones, 
appliances, helmets, medical devices and 
much more. They have revolutionized 
technology and food production, making 
essential goods and services affordable, 
available and accessible to vastly greater 
numbers.

Unfortunately, single-use plastics 

have also littered our lands, fouled our 
seas and permeated the air we breathe 
with a dust of plastic micro fragments.  
This has endangered humans and 
wildlife in all of earth’s environments.

Fear not! The eco-warriors’ mantra is 
REDUCE, REUSE and RECYCLE, and 
we have a few suggestions for each of 
these strategies.

The most significant action we can 
take is to REDUCE our use of single-
use plastics. We can use fabric or paper 
bags for groceries and produce. We 
can choose glass or box containers 
for vinegars, oils, nut butters, and 
detergents. Last, we can act like a kid and 
get our ice cream in a cone, not a cup — 
sprinkles encouraged!  For a GAZILLION 
more suggestions, Google — “how to 
reduce plastic use.”

REUSE is a bit trickier. Some plastics 
should not be reused. This is because, 
over time, they leach their constituent 
chemicals into the contained substances, 
and many of these chemicals are known 
carcinogens and endocrine disruptors.  
Plastics marked with recycling codes 2,4, 
and 5 (see table below) are the safest 
for reuse. In general, but please check, 

number 2 plastics are used in containers 
for milk, juice, household cleaners and 
hair care products. Number 4 plastics are 
used to make grocery and food storage 
bags — Ziploc is a #4. Number 5 plastics 
are used to make clothing, food tubs 
and ropes. Not all plastics are marked, 
but most company representatives 
will answer your questions. Plastics of 
recycling numbers 1, 3, 6 and 7 should 
never be reused. Many of the containers 
we use are made of PET-recycling 
number one, so extra special attention 
is necessary.

The diciest of all is RECYCLING.  We 
are including a plastics recycling code 
chart for easy reference. 

The individual recycling number can be 
found inside of a small “chasing arrows” 
triangle. Not all numbers are accepted 
by all collectors so check with your local 
solid waste management service.  If it 
is accepted, make sure it is clean, dry, 
and the top (if included) is on securely. 
If this protocol is not followed the whole 
bin is contaminated and will  end up in a 
landfill. More information is available at the 
Berks County Solid Waste Authority, www.
co.berks.pa.us/swa

At this time only 9% of plastics actually 
get recycled, 91% end up in a landfill. So, our 
individual actions make a huge difference. In 
partnership with Don and Ellen Abramson 
the Federation is supporting ecological 
responsibility by making available a limited 
number of canvas, reusable shopping totes. 
Please contact Brenda at the Federation 
office to arrange a time to pick up.

 Next month, PAPER!

Lishmor Al HaOlam: Guarding the planet 
PLASTICS POOH POOH POOH!

A new six-session JLI course, coming Spring ‘20

Secrets of the Bible
ICONIC STORIES, MYSTICAL MEANINGS, 

AND THEIR LESSONS FOR LIFE

6 Sundays, starting November 8th | 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. via Zoom 
please register by e-mail at office@chabadofberks.org
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Federation Honorial - Memorial Card Information

Please mail your payment with complete information to the Jewish 
Federation, PO Box 14925, Reading, PA 19612-4925 or bring to the Jewish 
Cultural Center, 1100 Berkshire Blvd, Suite 125, Wyomissing.  You may set up 
a “savings account” for the purpose of sending cards.  Please contact the 
Jewish Federation at 610-921-0624 for further information.

Contributions as of April 16
UJA-Federation Campaign
In honor of:

Sarah Simon’s engagement – Vic and Dena Hammel
Alma and Ed Lakin’s new home – Vic and Dena Hammel, Mildred & Ivan 

Gordon
Sam Goodman’s engagement – Alma and Ed Lakin
Alyse Corbin’s marriage – Carol and Bernie Gerber, Alma and Ed Lakin
Sue Viener’s Birthday – Yvonne & Rob Oppenheimer
Birth of Selma Cutler’s great-grandson Jacob - Debbie Goodman and John 

Moyer
Birth of Carol and Gordon Perlmutter’s new grandson – Debbie Goodman and 

John Moyer

Get well:
Harold Leifer – Rob and Yvonne Oppenheimer

Evelyn Thompson Nursery School Fund
In memory of:

Shoshana Tannenbaum – Beth and Bob Caster

Jewish Family Service
In honor of:

Birth of Carol and Gordon Perlmutter’s new grandson – Sue and George Viener, 
Betsy and Al Katz

Bat Mitzvah of Fran Mendelsohn’s granddaughter – Rosalye Yashek

In memory of:
Shoshana Tannenbaum – Jill and Gladys Skaist

Michael Clymin (Ellen Abramson’s father) – Susan and Richard D’Angelo
Frank Mehringer – Edith Mendelsohn

Doris Levin Fund
In memory of:

Dr. Walter Gershenfeld – Stephanie and Dennis Arbige, Carole and Mike 
Robinson

Shoshana Tannenbaum – Carole and Mike Robinson

Holocaust Library and Resource Center
In memory of:

Shoshana Tannenbaum – Ken and Mary Holt, George and Sue Viener, Sue 
Schlanger, Gordon and Carol Perlmutter, Leah Kanter-Salis, Rosemary and John 
Deegan, Naum and Lyudmila Ger, Louis and Katherine Danzico, Florence and 
Marvin Segal, Vic and Dena Hammel, Emma Holder, Susan Gallagher, Mildred & 
Ivan Gordon, Carrie & Stephen Latman, Judy, Bob & Susan Pollack, Anna & Moisey 
Schneider, Norman & Rita Wilikofsky, Audrey Williams, Alan and Esther Strauss, 
Jay and Evelyn Lipschutz, Carol and Bernie Gerber, Barbara and Seth Rosenzweig, 
John Castrege and family, Michael Geraci, Maxine & Dick Henry, Piekara Family, 
Laura Higgins

Friendship Circle
Get well:
Harold Leifer – Glenn and Gaye Corbin

Honorials and Memorials
Contributions may be made to the following Funds:
 UJA-Federation Campaign   $10
 Jewish Family Service    $10
 Leo Camp Lecture Fund   $10
 JFS Food Bank    $25
 JFS Taxi Transportation Program  $20
 Holocaust Library & Resource Center  $18
 Doris Levin Fund    $10













Continued from Page 5
silence is not the reason why survivors 
are invited in. Instead, that factor is 
present because of the immense respect 
students have for these individuals and 

also that the students are genuinely 
interested in hearing their stories.  I know 
my students were genuinely interested in 
hearing Hilde’s story and many still talk 
about it now, several weeks later.  

On a wider  note,  there have 
been many recent developments in 
Holocaust education in Berks County 
and the surrounding areas. Within 
the past month I have met with two 
individuals who are in the process 
of developing a Holocaust course to 
be offered at their local high school. 
One gentleman was from Lancaster 
County. The other, Gerry Evans, is a 
teacher at Hamburg High School. I 
have been in contact with two other 
local teachers, Pete Ruckelshaus at 
Twin Valley and Jim Konecke at Wilson 
High School. Pete has resurrected a 
course on Holocaust Literature at Twin 
Valley, and its first offering is during 
the current fourth quarter.  He is very 
excited about offering this course to 
his students and has even lined up 
several guest speakers including Rabbi 
Brian Michelson, Kim Yashek and Hilde 
Gernsheimer.

Jim Konecke is teaching at Wilson 
Central Junior High but will be moving up 
to Wilson High School at the beginning 
of next school year. He will be offering a 
course on Nazi Germany. His students 
will be studying this period of German 
history in depth, including a study of the 
rise of anti-Semitism, the initial period of 
the Holocaust and the Final Solution.  The 
latter part of the course will look at post-war 

justice and Holocaust remembrance today. 
I am heartened to hear that three additional 
schools in Berks County will be offering 
these courses for their students.

Though the fourth quarter of the 
school year has begun, there are still 
many additional opportunities that 
remain. I just spoke to an undergraduate 
ethics class at Penn State Berks 
regarding the ethical/moral implications 
of the Holocaust. I found the students 
to be receptive and inquisitive and 
have been asked to deliver a similar 
program in the classes that the same 
professor also teaches at Reading Area 
Community College.

As mentioned above, Kim Yashek, 
daughter of the late local Holocaust 
survivor Richard Yashek, is speaking at 
Twin Valley, Hamburg and Fleetwood.

Right now Albright College is hosting  
an exhibit titled, “Stories Among Us: 
Washington State Connections to the 
Holocaust, Lessons in Genocide.”  The 
exhibit includes the stories of five Holocaust 
survivors and one liberator and has 
received good reviews.  It is definitely 
worth a visit!  It will be at Albright’s Gingrich 
Library through May 10.

***
Jennifer Goss teaches social studies 

in the Fleetwood School District and 
specializes in Holocaust education.

Holocaust education spreading in Berks County

READING
2801 Papermill Road

Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

Plan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & WPlan for your Bar/Bat Mitzvah & Wedding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!edding Guests!

(610) 736-2082 ✦ www.reading.homewoodsuites.com
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GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Contributions as of Sept. 11
Federation Community Campaign
In honor of:

Birth of Howard and Vicki Hafetz’s granddaughter – Dena and Vic Hammel
Birth of Richard and Mindy Small’s grandson – Dena and Vic Hammel

JFS Food Pantry
In memory of:

Sharyn Cohen – Judy Copeland
Barbara Nazimov – Judy Copeland

Honorials and Memorials
Contributions may be made to the following Funds:

Federation Jewish Community Campaign  
Jewish Family Service    
Leo Camp Lecture Fund    
JFS Food Bank     
JFS Taxi Transportation Program   
Holocaust Library & Resource Center  
Doris Levin Fund     
PJ Library Fund     
Harry & Rose Sack Fund    
Evelyn Thompson Fund    
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THANK	  YOU	  to	  the	  following	  people	  who	  generously	  contributed*	  
to	   Help	   the	   Hungry.	   All	   contributions	   will	   directly	   support	   our	  
local	  Jewish	  Family	  Service	  food	  pantry	  run	  in	  collaboration	  with	  
Helping	   Harvest,	   and	   social	   service	   programs	   serving	   people	  
facing	  food	  insecurity	  in	  Israel	  and	  around	  the	  world.	  *as	  of	  9/10/2020	  

	  
We	  invite	  you	  to	  join	  us.	  	  

Donate	  Online	  
JewishFederationofReading.givingfuel.com/help-‐the-‐hungry	  

 

Wendy	  Babitt	  &	  Todd	  Staub	  
Ian	  Bachrach	  
Harriet	  Baskin	  
Radene	  Gordon-‐Beck	  &	  Hugh	  Beck	  
Martin	  &	  Norma	  Beckerman	  
Susan	  &	  Mel	  K.	  Blum	  	  
Randi	  Brandt	  
Stef	  Brok	  &	  Phil	  Yoder	  	  
Mindy	  &	  Robert	  Coopersmith	  	  
Judith	  Copeland	  
Jeffrey	  &	  Lynn	  Driben	  	  
Ethel	  Engel	  
Kalmen	  &	  Margaret	  Feinberg	  	  
Sandra	  Fishman	  
Samuel	  &	  Sarah	  Flamholz	  	  
Thomas	  &	  Miriam	  Gavigan	  	  
Jeff	  &	  Janet	  Gernsheimer	  	  
David	  &	  Debbie	  Goldberg	  	  
Harvey	  &	  Roberta	  Goldstein	  
Deborah	  Goodman	  &	  John	  Moyer	  	  
Lawrence	  &	  Fran	  Gross	  
Howard	  &	  Victoria	  Hafetz	  

Wendy Babitt & Todd Staub
Ian Bachrach
Harriet Baskin
Radene Gordon-Beck & Hugh Beck
Martin & Norma Beckerman
Susan & Mel K. Blum 
Randi Brandt
Stef Brok & Phil Yoder 
Mindy & Robert Coopersmith 
Judith Copeland
Jeffrey & Lynn Driben 
Ethel Engel
Kalmen & Margaret Feinberg
Marc & Marcia Filstein 
Sandra Fishman
Samuel & Sarah Flamholz 

Thomas & Miriam Gavigan 
Jeff & Janet Gernsheimer 
David & Debbie Goldberg 
Harvey & Roberta Goldstein
Deborah Goodman & John Moyer 
Lawrence & Fran Gross
Howard & Victoria Hafetz
Martin & Karen Jacobson 
Bernard & Janet Kaplan 
Herbert & Noel Karasin 
Ken & Maralyn Lakin
Lewis Family Trust - Gladys Lewis 
Paul and Sheina Missan
Paul & Ellen Mitnick
Jay Moyer
Robert & Yvonne Oppenheimer 

Michael & Eve Pardo
Jesse Pleet
Philip & Leslie Pomerantz

Baruh Salinas Rodriguez
& Margo Thomas 

Robert & Linda Rudolph
Roger Schein
Michael A. & Janice Schiffman 
Boris & Tatiana Schneider 
Judith & James Schwank
Sharon Scullin & James Rothstein 
Jonathan & Jan Simon
Jill Skaist
Richard & Mindy Small 
Norman & Rita Wilikofsky 


